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1Your name : ………………………………….

METAMORPHOSIS

Who is John?

Activity 1. What can you hear? Listen to the story. Highlight all the words you can hear

about John. 

a)  John Harlington Mary Clint          Mike Spring Jenny Owens 

b)  10          14          16          20 

c)  Plymouth          Belfast          Lockham Cardiff

d)  A horrible city          A huge city          A big town A charming little city 

e)  A stressful atmosphere A vibrant atmosphere Funny attractions   A peaceful atmosphere

f)  Near London, England Near Belfast, Northern Ireland         Near Edinburgh, Scotland 

g)  A normal teacher A normal teenager          2 nices dogs Normal grandparents

h)  Repetitive Exciting So boring Lovely

Activity 2. Present John. Complete the following sentences with all the information 

you have discovered about John in activity 1. 

a) His name is........................................................................................................................... 

b)  He is.....................................................................................................................................

c)  He lives in ............................................................................................................................

d)  It is .......................................................................................................................................

e)  The town has .......................................................................................................................

f)  It is located............................................................................................................................

g)  He is ....................................................................................................................................

h)  His life is .................................................... and ..................................................................
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Activity 3. John’s portrait. Link the following words to John’s features. 
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eyebrows ⦁

eyes ⦁

⦁ hair

⦁ ears

⦁ cheeks

⦁ a moutha nose ⦁

lips ⦁

Activity 4. Complete the chart. Change the singular nouns into plurals or the plurals

nouns into singular. 

Singular Plural

a mouth

eyes

hair

a nose

eyebrows

cheeks

lips

ears
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Activity 5. Describe John’s face. 

a) Use the following adjectives and complete the sentences. 
b) Highlight the adjectives. 

1) He has got a ........................................ face.

2)  He has got ........................................... eyes.

3)  He has got ........................................... eyebrows. 

4)  He has got a ........................................ nose.

5)  He has got a ........................................ mouth. 

6)  He has got ........................................... lips.

7)  He has got............................................ ears.

8)  He has got ........................................... cheeks. 

9)  He has got ........................................... hair. 

Wordbox
Little Big

Short Long

Thin Thick

Remember! English people stress the most meaningful words in a sentence 

(the words conveying the most important pieces of information : adjectives, verbs and 
nouns depending on the context).
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